Malcam
Line of Business

Real time, volumetric
moisture and density
tomography measurement
systems.
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alcam is a world leader in volumetric
moisture & density tomography measurement systems, based on microwave tomography. Malcam systems are designed
for quality control in manufacturing processes in a
wide range of industries.
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Malcam has a comprehensive IP portfolio of numerous granted US patents, corresponding international granted patents, as well as pending patent
applications throughout the world.
Malcam innovative microwave data processing
technology, expert systems and dynamic data
processing based on SQL data base enables
to improve line productivity, enhance product
quality, and enable faster ROI.

processing needs. Malcam have over 10 years of
experience in the Polymers market, focusing in the
rubber production lines, provides process efficiency
and control, enhance product consistency and
improve product quality in the rubber industries.
Malcam is headquartered in Tel Aviv with service
centers in the US, China, India, and South East Asia.

Real Time Accuracy
Malcam systems scan the volume of the product
and provide highly accurate results in real time.
This enables better understanding and control of
the entire production process, thus providing improved process efficiency and product quality.
Increased and fast ROI is achieved due to reduction of waste and costly processes.
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Headquarters:

Malcam Ltd.
27 Habarzel St.
Ramat Hachayal, Tel Aviv
69710, Israel
Tel: 972-3-649-5664
Fax: 972-3-648-8335
info@malcam.com
US subsidiary:

Malcam Inc.
11710 Plaza America Drive
Suite 2010, Reston Virginia
20170, USA
Tel: 1-703-871-5390
1-703-871-5134
infousa@malcam.com
www.malcam.com

Malcam is an ISO-9001 certified company, and
its systems comply with the relevant UL and CE
standards.

Worldwide Marketing
The Malcam systems are marketed and sold directly as well as through company’s global of
distributors. There are currently more than 950
systems operational at sites around the world. Our
customer base includes companies in the tobacco,
pulp & paper; recycle paper, grains and seed,
coffee, chemicals, fibers and food industries.
Malcam is a world leader in volumetric moisture and
density measurement in the tobacco industries, with
over 18 years’ experience in all aspects of tobacco
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